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Model QN6401X Easy View FAQ Sheet  
 

1. What is the setup process? 

Wireless:  

a. Download and launch the Easy View app on your mobile device. 

b. Create a free user account. 

c. Place your camera within range of your Wi-Fi router – approximately 25 feet. 

d. Plug your camera into a power outlet. 

e. Add your camera to your account by scanning the QR code on the back of the camera. 

f. Choose your wireless network and enter its password in the app. 

g. Follow the on-screen directions and let your camera scan the QR code that appears on your mobile device’s 

screen. 

h. Your camera will play three notes to let you know that it’s online and ready to view! 

Wired: 

a. Download and launch the Easy View app on your mobile device. 

b. Create a free user account. 

c. Plug your camera into your router using the included cable. 

d. Plug your camera into a power outlet. 

e. Add your camera to your account by scanning the QR code on the back of the camera. 

f. Select your connection option – if you’re going to keep using the camera with the cable connection, you’re 

done! 

g. Otherwise, choose your wireless network and enter its password in the app. 

h. Once your camera has located your wireless network, you can remove the cable and it’s ready to view! 

 

2. Which mobile devices can I use? 

The Easy View app is available on both Apple’s App Store and Google Play.  

 

Apple: 

The latest version of the app is compatible with the new iOS7 as well as iOS5 and 6. You can use it with any 

version of the iPhone starting with the iPhone 3. For iPads, you can use the iPad 2 and newer models, including 

the iPad Mini and iPad Air.  

 

Android: 

The Easy View app works on most name-brand phones and tablets running version 4 or later of the Android 

operating system. Because Android is an “open” platform and manufacturers can create their own standards, 

we cannot guarantee that it will work with every model. If you are uncertain, download the free app onto your 

tablet to check for compatibility beforehand. 
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3. What happens if I forget my password? 

You can easily have the app send your password to the email address you used to set up your account. If you still 

experience problems, you can contact our tech support specialists who can reset it for you. 

 

4. I’m having problems connecting to my camera wirelessly. Why? 

Wi-Fi connections use radio waves, and like any other radio, the signal can suffer from interference or obstacles 

that weaken its performance. Because the camera and router communicate with each other, interference at one 

end or the other can cause the connection to have problems. Here are some of the main culprits and what you 

can do about them: 

 

a. Other Wi-Fi devices.  

Under Federal law, wireless devices all must use the same radio frequency. That includes cordless phones, 

Bluetooth devices, wireless game controllers, garage door openers, baby monitors, and more. Most of the 

time, these devices can keep out of the way of each other, but sometimes they don’t. According to Jupiter 

Research, 67% of all residential Wi-Fi problems can be traced back to interfering devices. This problem can 

usually be solved by moving either the camera or the other device. Some devices allow you to select a 

different frequency to avoid interference. 

 

b. Other electronic devices. 

Yes, non-Wi-Fi electronic devices can also cause havoc with your connection. These include florescent light 

fixtures, microwave ovens and even bad electrical connections. Again, the solution is to move the camera. 

 

c. Obstruction. 

Because we are using radio waves, the signal to and from the camera can be blocked by certain materials – 

especially metal. Having metal objects between the camera and the Wi-Fi router can reduce the signal. 

You’ve probably noticed this with other electronic devices you use in this area. It could be caused by metal 

framing in the wall, or something more obvious like large metal cabinets. Fixtures like a furnace/air 

conditioner or a refrigerator can also interfere. Your options are to move the camera, use it in the wired 

connection mode, or to install a Wi-Fi repeater. If you are having problems with other Wi-Fi devices in this 

area, then the use of an inexpensive repeater may greatly improve your overall experience. 

 

d. Bandwidth. 

It is best to think of your router as a pipe to the Internet. All of your networked devices’ (Wi-Fi and 

hardwired) signals flow through the router and out into the World Wide Web. In addition, you have signals 

coming back through the router from the Internet. As with plumbing, things can back up if too much is trying 

to go through the pipe at the same time. However when this “pipe” overflows, you’ll have slow or dropped 

connections. You may notice that service lags at certain times of the day, such as evenings or weekends 

when everyone is using their favorite wireless device, their computers, and other items on the network. For 

many, the answer is to upgrade their monthly Internet service to the next faster speed for a better, all-

around network experience. 

 

e. Router Signal Strength. 

Every router model is different. Some will perform better than others and newer routers will have better 

capabilities than earlier models. For that reason, a Wi-Fi device that works with one router at 30 feet away, 
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will only 20 feet away from another router. The camera may have to be moved closer to routers with 

reduced signal strength. 

 

It is important to remember that everyone’s setup and situation is unique and that performance issues may 

be caused by more than one source. 

 

 

5. How can I record my video? 

Still images from the Easy View camera are sent to our cloud server, where they are stored for 30 days and only 

you can access them as they are tied to the unique ID of your camera. If you are watching the live video feed 

from your camera on your mobile device, you can press the Record button and save the video to your device’s 

internal memory. You can also share or send it via text, email or one of the popular social media sites.  

If you wish to have your camera record video for later review, you will need to install a microSD card in the slot 

at the bottom of the camera body. To ensure that there are no errors, the camera should be unplugged before 

inserting the card. There is no need to format the card beforehand. 

With a card inserted, the camera will record non-stop. A maximum card size of 32GB is supported and this will 

hold up to a week’s worth of video which can be searched through the app. To aid in video search, it is 

recommended that you turn on “Motion Alerts” so you have the still images to serve as starting points. 

MicroSD cards come in multiple class ratings (currently up to 10) which relate to the speed at which they record 

data. The camera does not require a high speed rating, and a Class 4 card is both inexpensive and sufficient.  

 

6. How many cameras can I use and how many people can I share them with? 

There is no limit to the number of cameras you may have on your account. However, if you have too many 

cameras on the same network it may cause connection issues due to bandwidth overload (See 4d, above). 

Likewise, there is no limit to the number of users you may share the camera with. An important consideration is 

that allowing too many users access to a single camera can result in access problems when the camera or 

network is unable to handle the multiple requests. For practical purposes, while your circumstances my vary, 20 

cameras is the most that is easily manageable with 10 shares per camera.  


